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Abstract

This research explored the implementations and perceptions of the Resource Description and Access (RDA) cataloguing standard in Europe. It refers to the development and implementation of the standard among Anglo-American libraries and draws comparisons between them. It examines the spread and application of RDA throughout Europe both by analysing the available literature and by conducting interviews with professionals at 12 European national libraries.

The results highlight the issues faced by the European institutions and the unique perspectives that emerge from implementing RDA in different languages and cultures. European institutions demonstrate a higher level of involvement and interest in the development of RDA and a stronger desire to work towards RDA interoperability and alignment with the cultural heritage sector. The European implementation drives forward the internationalisation of RDA by actively seeking solutions to the issues in the new standard arising from the cultural and linguistic diversity.
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Introduction

In cataloguing, similar to other domains, changing user expectations and data structures have necessitated fundamental changes aimed at reflecting current demands and practices. Such changes came from the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions’ (IFLA) conceptual model called Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR), published in 1998, which redefined the creation of bibliographic records and introduced the entity-relationship (E-R) model within bibliographic description (IFLA, 1998). That model provided a basis for reviewing the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules (AACR2) through the prism of FRBR concepts (Riva and Oliver, 2012: 565).

AACR2 was already under revision to accommodate rapid changes in data formats and access as well as the spreading internationalisation of the rules. It was eventually agreed that aligning AACR2 with the FRBR model would require more than a revision and instead a new set of rules should be developed (Riva and Oliver, 2012: 566; Tillett, 2016: 9). After input from the international cataloguing community, in 2005, the revision that started as AACR3 turned into RDA: Resource Description and Access. The Joint Steering Committee for the Development of RDA (JSC) hoped the change of name and direction would encourage the intended international applicability and international input in developing the new rules (Tillett, 2016: 9). Although the JSC devised the standard as a replacement for AACR2, various international institutions
have become involved in its development and implementation over the years. The accession of the German National Library (*Deutsche Nationalbibliothek* - DNB) to the JSC in 2012 has been considered a pivotal moment in the advancement of RDA as a widely adopted standard (Tillett, 2013: 7).

RDA was adopted by the Library of Congress (LC) in 2013 after a testing phase among US libraries and various institutions across the world have continued to implement RDA ever since. The number of libraries that are considering adopting the new standard or planning an implementation has progressively grown over the past few years. This is evidenced both by the growing literature in the US on the matter as well as the larger number of actions taken toward RDA implementation by European institutions presented at the last European RDA Interest Group (EURIG) meeting (EURIG Seminar, 2016) in comparison to the 2013 EURIG survey (Gryspeerdt, 2013). The wide support that RDA has received in Europe is arguably due to the formal formation of EURIG in 2011, almost two years before the Library of Congress’ implementation of RDA. Most of the European national libraries are members of the group and devoted to collaboration with their international colleagues when it comes to issues with RDA and RDA implementation (EURIG Documents, 2014). With more and more organisations joining the group, the stage has been set for a European-wide adoption of RDA.
The objective of this research was to examine the spread and application of RDA throughout Europe. In doing so, the paper examined the decision-making process of European national library staff and their attitudes towards RDA by looking at the available literature and conducting interviews with professionals in the field. The aim was to form a comprehensive picture of the perception of the standard among European countries and their reasons for adopting it. A further objective was to compare the adoption and use of the standard by European institutions to those in the US and other Anglo-speaking institutions, and explore how language translation features in the implementation process. A brief overview of RDA’s implementation in the rest of the world provided wider context to that objective. Underlying these processes was the examination of the undergoing internationalisation of RDA in its implementation. The international cooperation among the developers of RDA has transferred itself to operational issues surrounding RDA and its implementation. There is a setting for a similar European cooperation as shown above. Thus, a final objective was to explore the collaboration on RDA between European institutions and examine how this collaboration influenced implementation decisions and processes.

RDA is on a definite path of internationalisation aided by the growing interest in the past few years along with a burst of implementation efforts among the European countries. Since many institutions are looking to adopt RDA because of its potential implications for international resource sharing, the standard is said to have become an
international one with a local application rather than a national one with international application (Dunsire, 2016b: 313). It is therefore relevant to provide an overview of what else is driving European institutions to consider the implementation of RDA and the lessons learned by institutions that have already implemented it. The results contribute to a better understanding of the need to implement RDA and serve as a showcase for the various circumstances under which different organisations have implemented RDA.

Literature Review

RDA development

Some efforts towards the development of RDA include the call for a better alignment with the Archives and Museums sector (Aliverti and Behrens, 2016) as well as better support for the description of rare materials (Caro Martin and Prada, 2016; Fabian, 2016). The relations between RDA and the FRBR Library Reference Model (FRBR-LRM) are also being explored (Dunsire, 2016a; Sprochi, 2016). Although most of the literature expresses positive attitudes about RDA and its development (Bianchini and Guerrini, 2016), there are also criticisms. In a recent essay, Gorman (2016: 105-106) maintained that there are few differences between AACR2 and RDA-based records and that development of the new standard was too expensive to justify the minimal change it has on bibliographic description. However, regardless of the widely
documented issues within RDA, the more institutions that choose to implement, the more institutions are inclined to follow (Sanchez, 2011; Turner, 2014).

RDA implementation in the United States

This section of the literature review provides a point of comparison for the European context and situates RDA in its North American origins. The implementation of RDA has naturally received the most attention in the United States, partly because of the provenance of RDA and partly because of the US RDA Test which went on for six months in 2010 (Loesch, 2013: 5). In 2011, a special issue of Cataloging and Classification Quarterly (CCQ) brought together case studies about libraries’ experiences during the testing period in the US. In his analysis of these articles, Mitchell (2013) revealed a common criticism of the structure of the RDA Toolkit and the unclear language of the instructions. The author further highlighted the universal agreement that MARC encoding is not adequate for RDA because it does not allow for the optimum utilisation of the new standard. Regarding training, an approach involving as many cataloguers as possible in order to foster a collaborative learning environment seemed preferable. In addition, training should include familiarisation with FRBR concepts and vocabulary, since FRBR is the basis of RDA (Mitchell, 2013).

After the testing phase, a few libraries reported following with the implementation immediately after, while others waited for the Library of Congress’
decision. All of them, however, agreed that an implementation by the national libraries is a strong incentive for their institutions to follow suit (Cronin, 2012: 628; Hanford, 2014: 152). Some case studies iterated more detailed reasoning behind the implementation, such as the use of relationship designators to pave the way towards FRBRised catalogues and linked data (Maurer and Panchyshyn, 2014; Jin and Sandberg, 2014; Wu et al., 2016). Surprisingly, from the surveyed case studies, there were few similarities with the Library of Congress’ reasons to adopt RDA, the common one being better linking between resources. LC placed an emphasis on the international sharing of data and better suitability to digital resources (Morris and Wiggins, 2016: 226). LC’s national library status could be a reason for these differences.

When it came to the implementation process, many variables depended on organisational structure and culture (Wacker and Han, 2013: 27). Most institutions reported that a lot of attention was dedicated to the creation of policies to go with the new instructions and that those were mostly based on the LC/PCC Policy Statement (Wacker and Han, 2013; Wu et al., 2016). Other aspects mentioned were the process of gradually transitioning to RDA, by giving cataloguers plenty of time to adjust to the change without setting deadlines (Hanford, 2014: 162) and the formation of specialised working groups to work on different aspects of the implementation (Morris and Wiggins, 2016). One aspect was the training, which all implementers considered very important (Kuhagen, 2011; Cronin, 2012; Park and Tosaka, 2015). The value of
practical training was emphasized, but the best approach was considered a mix of theoretical and practical learning with the many implementers using LC training materials (Park and Tosaka, 2015; Cronin, 2012). Some implementers mentioned ongoing training and the availability of online platforms to aid the learning process (Hanford, 2014; Jin and Sandberg, 2014; Park and Tosaka, 2015). Moreover, it was considered particularly useful for cataloguers who might feel isolated in the training process to have Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) where they can receive support from the wider community (Maurer and Panchyshyn, 2014: 269).

The case studies pointed out various issues and concerns around RDA. Many of the implementers did not believe RDA could reach its full potential within current integrated library systems (ILS) because they are not able to reflect the E-R model (Park and Tosaka, 2015; Wacker and Han, 2013; Cronin, 2012). Even greater seemed to be the frustration with the MARC format, which they viewed as restrictive to implementing the underlying relational FRBR concepts of RDA (Jin and Sandberg, 2013: 234). This also relates to the lack of difference between AACR2 and RDA records, since the flat structure of MARC does not allow for a truly different record (Hanford, 2014: 161). Most of the other issues mentioned related to the practical cataloguing and challenges the cataloguers encountered during record production. The increased emphasis on the cataloguer’s judgement has been mentioned by many, since it was regarded as challenging to the traditionally sought consistency of treatment (Maurer
and Panchyshyn, 2014; Cronin, 2012). When it comes to the issues surrounding RDA, a quote from Cronin (2012: 642) very aptly summarises that there might not be such a clear cut rule about what works and what does not in RDA:

> The lines get blurry and it is important to realize when something presents an issue with RDA, an issue with MARC, or an issue that reflects choices we have made in configuring the local systems.

Some of the case studies touched upon collaborative work, where most of the focus was on cooperation between the different institutions and the wide support catalogueurs could receive when working with other institutions (Maurer and Panchyshyn, 2014). In general, all implementers felt that working collaboratively on RDA could only enhance the experience and help with the successful implementation of RDA. Young (2012: 191-192) argued that the collaborative learning experience of RDA could lead to the formation of “communities of practice” that would eventually create models of professional practice among the library profession.

**International implementation of RDA**

Following the US Test and the Library of Congress’ decision to implement RDA, many countries around the world started paying closer attention and considering an implementation as well. Canada, which is one of the developers of RDA, implemented in its two official languages, English and French, making it the first
adoption of RDA in another language. Consequently, the translation team became the authoritative body on RDA training and implementation for the French version, owing to their acquired knowledge and experience of RDA during the translation process. The biggest challenge was bringing RDA from that community of experts to the cataloguers, which was also an issue in the US RDA Test (Cross et al., 2014). Other countries that have traditionally used AACR2 were also keen to adopt RDA. Three case studies with an Anglo-American cataloguing tradition from around the world show little difference in the implementation process. The National Library Board of Singapore (NLB), the National Library of Israel (NLI) and the RMIT University Library in Australia all decided to implement RDA shortly after its adoption by the LC. All three institutions exhibited similar experiences as their American colleagues, relating to the reasons for implementation, training and the challenges encountered (Choi et al., 2014; Goldsmith and Adler, 2014; Parent, 2014). The NLI needed to address some further specifics; they catalogue primarily in English, but staff may also catalogue certain resources in Hebrew, Arabic or Russian, which means cataloguing in multiple scripts. The implementers mentioned the need for specific instructions, as well as translation of the new RDA terminology and certain terms in the three languages mentioned above to facilitate the learning process. In doing that, the NLI produced the first translations of RDA guidelines in Hebrew, Arabic and Russian (Goldsmith and Adler, 2014).
Other libraries that did not have Anglo-American-based cataloguing traditions had also shown interest in RDA because of its focus on internationalisation and flexibility. The Chinese, Malaysian, Philippine, Iranian and Brazilian cataloguing communities have all performed different levels of examination on the suitability of RDA to their countries’ cataloguing traditions (Luo et al., 2014; Mansor and Ramdzan, 2014; Acedera, 2014; Pazooki, 2014; Mey et al., 2014). Of these, the national libraries in Malaysia and the Philippines have been most actively seeking for implementation solutions, which eventually led to subsequent implementation. In Brazil, however, RDA was deemed unsuitable to its cataloguing tradition (Mansor and Ramdzan, 2014; Acedera, 2014; RDA Toolkit, 2016; Mey et al., 2014). Chinese scholars report the greatest amount of RDA study of all non-Anglo countries. In fact, a Chinese translation of RDA is available (RDA in Translation, 2014) and the Shanghai Library applies RDA to its Western language resources (Luo et al., 2014: 591). However, the applicability of RDA to the Chinese cataloguing tradition is still in question and a revision of the national rules and their adaptation to RDA is more feasible than adopting RDA fully (Luo et al., 2014).

RDA implementation in Europe
The literature on adoption of RDA in Europe is somewhat constrained in the sense that much of it is, naturally, in the national language of the adopting institutions and thus it does not allow for a European-wide overview by one researcher. Research on RDA seems to exist among Italian and UK publications, although it is conceivable that much nation-specific research was beyond the researchers’ access. In Italy, the majority of articles discuss the development and applicability of RDA as an international standard, and some draw comparison with other international initiatives in cataloguing (Buttò, 2016; Rodriguez, 2016). One of the more practical studies is a comparison between the Italian cataloguing rules – Regole italiane di catalogazione (REICAT), published in 2009 and based on FRBR – and RDA. The author of that study pointed to the better potential that RDA provided for the description of resources in a linked data environment (Forassiepi, 2015). A brief article about the Italian translation of RDA points to the desire of the Italian cataloguing community to study and analyse the new standard and its underlying principles (Guerrini, 2015). A further article presents a new ILS capable of accommodating the E-R model and thus enabling a seamless bibliographic description according to RDA standards (Lambroni, 2015).

Most European literature on RDA implementation stems from the UK, where libraries have been following the development of the new standard since at least 2010. Most of the publications come from CILIP, which apart from being one of the three publishers of RDA (RDA RSC, 2016) is also, together with the British Library,
representing the UK on the RSC (CILIP-BL Committee on RDA, 2016). Most prominently, CILIP’s Cataloguing and Indexing Group (CIG) dedicated their 173rd issue of the Catalogue and Index periodical on the implementation of RDA among UK libraries. Five academic libraries contributed case studies of their implementation experience, along with the case study from the British Library. Alongside these, there was a presentation of a survey among UK libraries, looking at implementation plans and reasons. The respondents were mainly academic libraries but the survey did highlight a high rate of implementations or planned implementations (Danskin, 2013c). A universal observation was that community support, especially within the CIG, has been of great benefit, while at the same time the documentation and training materials of either the British Library or the LC have been a first point of reference (O’Reilly, 2013; Wright, 2013; Nicholson, 2013).

From the rest of Europe, most notable are the articles detailing the implementation of RDA in the German-speaking countries. This project was in itself unique because it involved the joint implementation of RDA among three countries – Austria, Germany and Switzerland – and three library networks (Behrens et al., 2014), being to date the only RDA project with such an international scope. The project is indeed still ongoing; on an annual basis, the Toolkit is updated and policy decisions affecting the German-speaking cataloguing community are made (Behrens et al., 2016). The German National Library (DNB) is leading the project, which had decided to
implement RDA in 2008 after first considering to change the traditional German rules (RAK) to AACR2 and a MARC21 format (Behrens et al., 2014: 690; Caesar and Eichel, 2009). The German-speaking community decided to implement RDA in order to facilitate the sharing of international records data and thus reduce costs in the long term. A full translation was produced, and it was made freely available for a limited period on the RDA Toolkit website (Behrens et al., 2014; Behrens et al., 2016). For Switzerland, which is a multilingual country and uses a variety of cataloguing standards, the implications of the RDA implementation are viewed as a step toward a more unified catalogue among the Swiss libraries, achieving a better national sharing of data (Aliverti and Müller, 2013: 12). The training process, which was a central part of the project, consisted of seminars on basic concepts and continued with advanced training that dealt with the cataloguing of specific resources (Behrens et al., 2016). The German-speaking community is looking into aligning RDA more closely with the rules in the Archives and Museums sector, and it recommends a development of RDA implementation scenarios for the cultural heritage sector (Behrens et al., 2014; Behrens et al., 2016).

Another comprehensive case study from Europe is that of the National Library of Latvia (NLL) which began an implementation project in 2013. This is the first European implementation that reflects the experience of a national library, which is also the centralised cataloguing body for the country, meaning that a decision of the National Library is applied on a national level. Latvian cataloguing has been performed
according to AACR2, which was translated in 2005, so it was a matter of continuity to adopt RDA. NLL deemed RDA more beneficial for the cataloguing of digital resources as well as for international data exchange. The training programme was based on the LC training materials and consisted of theoretical and practical seminars. One of the biggest challenges was the translation, which was considered too expensive to be realised in full and thus, it was decided that only terms and core terminology would be translated. There were still issues, such as the translation of relator terms for persons where the gender form had to be taken into account. In general, the case study reflected the desire of the NLL for international cooperation and the dedication to work alongside colleagues from other European institutions on issues of the RDA implementation (Goldberga et al., 2014).

Articles from Spain, Portugal and Bavaria in Germany that discussed RDA and its applicability to rare materials also provided general observations on RDA cataloguing (Caro Martin and Prada, 2016; Silva et al., 2016; Fabian, 2016). Fabian pointed out that the development of RDA has evolved to be “a continuous exchange of ideas” which could be used as a basis for cooperative work when developing other kinds of international library standards (Fabian, 2016: 339). Other articles that provide a broader context include an examination of the awareness of RDA of academic libraries in Turkey (Atilgan et al., 2014) and an overview of the current cataloguing rules in
Slovenia where a wait-and-see approach was taken until more international institutions start following the standard (Kanic, 2014).

In summary, the published literature about RDA from Europe focuses predominantly on the theoretical concepts and the suitability of RDA to the cataloguing traditions of the respective institutions. The most practical case studies come from the UK, which is natural, as most of the European implementers are UK institutions. The few case studies about European institutions that have emerged provide an overview of the implementation process in addition to resonating with many of their international colleagues’ observations.

Research Methodology

This research examined case studies on RDA implementation from around the world, with a focus on European countries, in order to form a comprehensive picture of RDA perceptions and implementation practices in different cultural and linguistic environments. Since most of the European national libraries act as the bibliographic agencies for their countries, meaning a national decision applies to most of the libraries in the country, this analysis of European institutions concentrated on national libraries. Although this presented some limitations for the comparison with US institutions, as most of them were academic libraries, it allowed for a manageable scope.
The research included multiple data sources. A preliminary literature review had shown that there were only a few case studies pertaining to RDA implementation in Europe, so it was deemed necessary to conduct interviews with staff at European national libraries. Furthermore, in order to ensure that enough data had been analysed, a fair amount of openly available resources were sought out online. The data underwent a thematic analysis, using thematic coding for each data source, which is shown below.

**Literature review**

The initial research consisted of a literature review of the case studies published about the RDA implementation process in various institutions. An initial library database search with the terms ‘RDA’ and ‘RDA implementation’ resulted in several hundred results. A review of the search results revealed several journals that had published special issues dedicated to the topic of RDA and its implementation. Therefore, similar to Mitchell (2013) in his analysis of case studies from the United States RDA Test phase, the attention was first turned to the articles published in the special issues of four journals, all covering aspects of the RDA implementation.

In the analysis, the articles were grouped into three categories, depending on the nationality of the institution the article was about – US institutions, European institutions, or the rest of the world. An initial attempt at analysis was based on implementation at Anglophone versus non-Anglophone institutions. The North
American, British and Australian libraries share a common cataloguing tradition and practices and thus they have more similarities than differences. However, considering how RDA’s development and implementation are organised through RSC and EURIG, the British libraries are much more involved on a European level and in the future, more collaborations are expected to ensue among the European RDA adopters. The US had its own category because most of the case studies published are about US libraries, while there were only a few case studies from the rest of the world. Looking at the case studies from other non-European countries provided a wider background context for cultural and linguistic issues.

Once the case studies were sorted into the three groups, the US articles were analysed by thematically coding them in six themes based on the preliminary literature review and the research objectives: reasons for implementation, implementation process, training, implementation issues, attitudes towards RDA, and cooperation during implementation. During the coding, these six themes merged in the four broader themes of Perceived Issues, Reasons for Implementation, Implementation Process and Training, and further sub-topics emerged.

Online sources

Although there were not many case studies published about European institutions, there were plenty of materials published freely online by some institutions,
which outlined interest in RDA or concerns about the new rules. There was
documentation on the RDA Toolkit, the EURIG and the RSC websites, which was
helpful in compiling data about current trends of implementation among the European
institutions. Some institutions’ websites offered brief general descriptions of their
cataloguing rules and traditions and those were helpful in providing an overview of the
spread of RDA in Europe. At times, when information about RDA adoption was vague
or ambiguous, it was helpful looking through recent records in national catalogues to
determine those countries’ state of RDA cataloguing. The online documents and
materials were compiled and used either as a basis for further analysis or as a snapshot
of the current situation in some countries.

**Interviews**

The interview questions were devised to reflect the themes encountered in the
literature review to ensure useful and relevant comparability. The aim was to gather data
from countries with various cultural traditions and economic backgrounds. Ideally, it
was desirable to have respondents from all of Europe. However, a more practical
approach was to have respondents representing different cultural and linguistic
traditions. For instance, countries in south-western Europe are more culturally similar to
each other than they are to countries from north-western Europe. Considering the
cataloguing traditions was also important in order to reflect on the different challenges
and issues stemming from various cataloguing traditions. For instance, most northern
countries have been using AACR-based rules, while central, eastern and southern countries have been using ISBD-based rules or long-standing rules based on the country’s cataloguing tradition.

Participants were approached via email, either through employing academic contacts or through using the contact information on various websites. Some participants preferred to send their answers back via email while interviews were arranged with others. Admittedly, these two methods yielded somewhat different results. For instance, the interviews contained much more indication of the different attitudes towards RDA within the organisations and provided more observations than the email responses. However, somewhat similarly to Park and Tosaka’s study (2015), it was thought that the email option would ensure a better response rate, as participants could reply on their own time. The interviews were devised to be semi-structured with similarly outlined questions. However, there were also questions specific to each institution and certain differences depending on the nationality of the institution and implementation plans; thus, the questions varied between 10 and 15 with most of them being open-ended. The questions revolved around similar topics to those encountered in the literature review and as such centred on the following major themes: reasons for change; training and preparation; issues, challenges and concerns before, during and after the implementation; perception of international cooperation. Five verbal interviews were conducted in total, with four face-to-face and one over Skype, with representatives
from the UK, France and Finland. The interviews took from 45 minutes to an hour and were recorded and then transcribed. Eight respondents, from the Netherlands, Austria, Slovakia, Poland, Italy, Slovenia, the Czech Republic and Croatia, returned responses via email. Additional information was gathered through email conversations with respondents from Serbia. Despite the small sample, the respondents were from diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds, from four different parts of Europe, allowing for comparability.

Similarly, to the literature review, the transcriptions together with the email responses were coded thematically using NVivo. The four main themes from the literature analysis were employed, and another three were added, reflecting the interview questions – Cooperation, Translation and FRBR. After coding the first couple of interviews, another two themes developed – Future Developments and Observations. As with the literature analysis, those themes were sub-coded to reflect certain aspects of each theme. Finally, combining the analysis of the case studies in the research literature, the analysis of the openly available documentation and materials and the data analysis from the interviews allowed for an insightful discussion, achieving the fulfilment of the research objectives.

Findings and Analysis
Overview of RDA in Europe

European countries’ plans for RDA were first summarised (RDA in Europe: Making it happen, 2010) when the European RDA Interest Group was formed at a seminar in Copenhagen, Denmark. There the development and implementation of RDA on a European level was first outlined (News and Announcements, 2016). EURIG has provided a platform for discussion of RDA in Europe and has facilitated a collection of indicative attitudes towards RDA over the years. It was observed that in 2010 most European countries considered RDA with caution and a ‘wait-and-see’ attitude (Danskin and Gryspeerdt, 2014), similar to reports from the US around the same time (Tosaka and Park, 2013). A report from a survey in 2013 shows already significant changes with more than half of the respondents having definite implementation plans and the rest performing some kind of analysis or review of the standard (Gryspeerdt, 2013). As of 2016, RDA has been implemented at institutions across ten European countries, with another three in the process of implementing (Who's Cataloging in RDA, 2015; Nicholson, 2015; Cullen, 2015; EURIG Seminar, 2016) (Table 1).

*partly

Table 1. Summary of the state of RDA implementation in Europe – 2016.

When examining the reasons for implementation, it becomes clear that the emphasis is on the need to change outdated national rules in order to support the description of digital resources, as well as the need to improve standardisation on both
national and international levels. Everyone shared this view. This was regardless of whether they are early adopters, such as Germany and the Netherlands, have only expressed interest, such as Bulgaria and Serbia, or have chosen an alternative to an RDA implementation, such as Poland and France. Some of the countries, such as Turkey, Latvia and Germany, have either catalogued in AACR2 or considered the adoption of AACR2 prior to the development of RDA, thus an adoption seemed to be a natural progression (Atilgan et al., 2014; Goldberga et al., 2014; Behrens et al., 2014).

Table 2 shows what rules were used in Europe prior to RDA (Behrens et al., 2014; Goldberga et al., 2014; Kanic, 2014; Willer and Barbaric, 2012; Kieffer, 2012; O’Dwyer, 2013).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Use of AACR2 Prior to RDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>AACR2 considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>AACR2 considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>AACR2 considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>AACR2 considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Developed own rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Developed own rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>AACR2 considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>AACR2 considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>AACR2 considered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A common barrier to the adoption of RDA is the high cost, in terms of time, finances, and other resources. In Denmark, for instance, RDA advocates have had a difficult time justifying the expenses of implementing RDA (Cato et al., 2015; Cato, 2016). The costs are the reason that Poland has opted out of full implementation (Śnieżko, 2016) and that is also partly true for Croatia where cost-wise it was considered more beneficial to develop their own rules (Buzina, 2016, personal communication). For some of the interested countries, such as Bulgaria, Serbia and
Ukraine, the implementation costs are the biggest hurdles. There were, however, other issues noted, such as the lack of supporting structures and human resources (Milanova, 2016; Savic, 2016, personal communication), outdated information systems (Strishenets, 2016) and the lack of understanding and opposition to change (Makke, 2016). Still, there are some countries, such as Belgium, Portugal, Turkey and Ukraine, that although they have not decided on an implementation, are preparing informative and training sessions for their cataloguing communities (Verhegge, 2015; Silva et al., 2016; Atilgan et al., 2014; ÜNAK, 2016; ULA, 2014).

Interestingly, although one of the advantages of RDA is commonly considered to be its flexibility, there are still concerns about its applicability in various cultural contexts. In Denmark, for instance, an analysis has revealed issues relating to the authorised access points, numbering and dating of works, and the danMARC2 (Cato et al., 2015; Cato, 2016). At the time of this research, National Library of Spain had not made a decision yet because of the many differing points between RDA and the national cataloguing tradition. The BNE has since created a “BNE RDA profile” for the library’s cataloguing profile (Caro Martin and Prada, 2016: 6). It will be implemented in 2019 (National Library of Spain, 2016). The alignment to RDA has been seen as a solution in other countries, such as Poland and Serbia (Śnieżko, 2016; Savic, 2016, personal communication). Translation has been another prominent issue since for many of the countries it has been a big part of the process, while presenting as a cost barrier to
others. Some countries, such as Sweden, Iceland and Latvia, have opted only for a partial translation, mostly for the reasons of cost-effectiveness (Säfström, 2016; Steinarsdóttir, 2016; Goldberga et al., 2014). For others, such as Norway and Spain, a full translation is considered a prerequisite for a successful implementation since the cataloguers need to be able to work within the standard in their own language (Berve, 2016; Caro Martin and Prada, 2016).

**Interview results**

By virtue of the interview questions, most responses fell into seven distinct topics, the most prominent being the process of implementation and the training. The other four – implementation reasons, issues and concerns, cooperation, and translation – are more or less equally discussed. Other themes that emerged are the future development of RDA as well as its wider applicability. A final topic encompasses various observations about both general and specific issues. Most universally talked about was the topic of collaboration, followed by the reasons and training.

The reasons for implementation included data exchange and interoperability, RDA’s foundation in FRBR, and a need to replace outdated rules. Other reasons included the international aspect of RDA and its applicability to e-materials. Some institutions considered it easier to adopt RDA rather than create their own rules; others cited reasons like the desire to move towards linked data and unify the cataloguing rules.
on a national level. Some perceived the benefits of RDA to be its increasing international adoption, which together with other initiatives was considered a move towards more international cooperation. Being part of the modern librarian world was another response that echoed the above sentiments.

Despite these reasons, in France and Italy, RDA is considered too contradictory to the respective national cataloguing traditions, and too many compromises needed to adopt RDA fully are required to be sustainable in large cataloguing communities. Croatia determined that the costs of implementing RDA would amount to the costs for developing a new set of national rules and thus it would be more beneficial to create its own rules. In Poland, a complete change to RDA was considered too expensive. It was noted, however, that RDA instigated a revision of the old cataloguing rules and drove forward the need to change the rules in Poland. However, all of these countries are planning for future alignment with RDA in order to achieve interoperability with international catalogues.

Regarding the implementation process, the most commonly talked about aspect was the difference between RDA and the previous or current rules, whether AACR2 or nationally developed rules (see Table 2 above). A universally mentioned difference was terminology and in particular the WEMI (Work, Expression, Manifestation, Item) entities. The increased time for producing authority records, the relationship designators
and cataloguer’s judgement were also mentioned by a few. Differences in recording the authorised access points were mentioned mainly by non-AACR2 cataloguers along with the description of place names. The different structure of the text was a major difference mentioned predominantly by AACR2 cataloguers.

A few respondents mentioned the formation of Working Groups to work on the implementation, although it was surmised that in general all implementers had some kind of a project team. At the same time, however, none of the institutions had teams exclusively dedicated to working on the implementation project, which had to be run alongside the daily tasks. Some comments pertained to the attitudes towards RDA and the implementation process; some reported that cataloguers were generally happy with the changes in RDA, while others were at times both confused and angry, although they also found the new rules interesting and exciting.

In most interviews, the training approach that was employed at their institutions related to most of the topics discussed. Naturally, most of the comments came from the institutions that have already implemented. Some institutions indicated that they have created online spaces or wikis where questions and problems could be discussed as a source of ad-hoc support. The case at the National Library of Finland was a bit different; the platform for online questions became a major part of the training due to little available time and resources to conduct extensive face-to-face workshops and
seminars. Relating to the preparation of the trainers, the point was made that at 
institutions such as the British Library and the NLS, the lengthy exposure to RDA years 
before its implementation had a positive influence on the subsequent training and 
implementation process. The use of the Library of Congress’ training materials as either 
examples or a basis for the training programmes was another common aspect. The 
English-speaking institutions used them as their basis for training, while the rest used 
them mainly for the trainers. When it came to the training process, generally a mixed 
approach of theoretical and practical sessions was viewed as best. Most institutions 
expressed the sentiment that the biggest challenge of training was executing it as part of 
the daily working process without disturbing usual workflows much. Training appears 
to be an ongoing affair in which wikis are utilised and cataloguing issues are discussed 
in the course of the work. For instance, the British Library has had a very good 
experience in using workflows, which were implied to be the “bridge between 
MARC21 and RDA” within the Toolkit both as a continuous cataloguing aid and as a 
training tool.

Some respondents mentioned the use of RIMMF (RDA in Many Metadata 
Formats), which is a tool developed to help visualise the underlying FRBR-concepts in 
RDA (RIMMF Home, 2016). Most notably, at the BnF it is actively used in training and 
considered very valuable as a “proof of concept” relating to FRBR-based cataloguing. 
At the British Library, although it was not used extensively at the time of
implementation as RIMMF was still in early development, it was considered a good module to include in future training. The BNE has actively worked on the Spanish translation of RIMMF (Martin Caro and Prada, 2016) and many countries, such as Finland and Serbia, are planning an ‘X-athon’ in the near future, an event where RIMMF is used to create RDA records of works by a specified creator. RIMMF was extensively discussed during the EURIG seminar where it became clear that many libraries have already organised or are planning the so-called ‘X-athons’ (Hennelly, 2014; Phipps et al., 2016).

The translation of RDA was naturally an important part of the process. Regardless of their implementation decisions, all countries considered a translation of RDA beneficial. The countries that opted for a full translation did it to ensure the approachability of the standard and to facilitate learning. Those that chose a partial translation did so for economic reasons. For the Netherlands, it was mentioned that people in general are quite proficient in English, so a translation of the main terms and vocabulary seemed sufficient. The Czech Republic implemented by translating only certain terms and elements, but it is considering a full translation later when the high amount of change in RDA will slow down. The most common issues related to the translation included the complexity of the text as well as what was regarded as its confusing language; less of an issue was the Anglo-American bias, although for languages that have gender-specific designations, it was a challenge. In France,
similarly to Spain with the Latin American translation (Caro Martin and Prada, 2016: 6), the French-Canadian translation is not considered entirely adequate to the needs of the French cataloguing community so other solutions are being sought.

In terms of encountered issues, one of the great concerns was the lack of viable systems and formats to accommodate RDA and the perception that much more needs to be done towards enhancing metadata if RDA is to have any effect. Another sentiment was that RDA could only be fully efficient if it is implemented into databases that make full use of the WEMI distinction. When it came to practical cataloguing, the issues most commonly echoed the differences between RDA and the previous rules. Several respondents found that ‘cataloguer’s judgement’ policies needed to be adjusted post-implementation. Some found more options were needed, while others wanted to limit the options. Most respondents seemed to regard the constant updates in the Toolkit as one of the major issues of RDA. Although the developments in the standard were appreciated, these were critiqued both for coming around too slowly and for being too frequent. It was viewed as highly unlikely that records would be re-catalogued to accommodate those changes, thus ending up with too much variety in the catalogues. The updates also presented further issues for the countries that have a full translation of RDA. In Finland, cataloguers have been advised to refer to the English version for the most up-to-date instructions, which is similar to the experience among the German-speaking countries (Behrens et al., 2014). In France and Italy, where RDA is not being
fully implemented, the changes were still a major concern as they were thought to cause “managing problems in cataloguing activities” and difficulties when working on the adaptation of the standard. Nevertheless, all of the respondents considered it important to follow up with the updates, translate and incorporate them in their cataloguing policies.

With respect to collaboration there were three broad themes – support during the implementation process, providing advice to others and collaboration on the RDA development. With respect to the last one, EURIG has been the platform that has facilitated this work. For many institutions, the involvement in EURIG was a way to keep updated and follow the development of RDA. While the German-speaking countries were the only ones that opted for a collaborative implementation, many examples were cited of discussions among the rest of the institutions that helped with advice on specific issues. It was mentioned that such discussions were also a kind of “mental support”, especially for implementers who felt like lone project managers, and this resonated with similar observations by the US implementers cited above. Apart from EURIG meetings, visits to other institutions and other countries were also considered very useful. Almost all respondents mentioned consulting the available documentation of other institutions. However, when it came to providing advice, unsurprisingly, most of it was on the national level. There have been various degrees of support among the library networks, since in most cases, the national institution was
spearheading the project and as such held the greatest expertise. It could be argued that
the reason for that was the same as in the French-speaking Canadian context, where one
institution, due to its familiarity originating from the translation work on RDA, became
the support centre for the other institutions (Cross et al., 2014). Nevertheless, early
adopters like the British Library have been delivering training sessions both nationally
and internationally for the past few years. Finland, as the first Scandinavian adopter, has
provided advice to neighbouring countries. Overall, however, most of the respondents
reflecting on the international collaboration between implementers did not find that
there was much of it, and did not find that to necessarily be a drawback. In other words,
it was regarded as a good thing when discussions ensued but it was not something that
was purposefully sought out.

There were some general observations about RDA and the perspectives on its
future development. One aspect was the international sharing of data; most of the
respondents agreed that RDA was the way forward on this. However, there was doubt
as to how much influence RDA would have on that process. Furthermore, various
implementers observed that RDA did not have any current influence on international
catalogue record sharing, as data has continued to be shared among the same institutions
as prior to RDA. When talking about the future of RDA, all respondents expressed
similar sentiments about the need to utilise and enhance metadata as well as make it
more flexible in order to offer better discovery systems and to work towards linked data.
Respondents agreed that RDA was part of that process but was not enough, as it was just one strand of that process. Some put the emphasis on more global cooperation and opening up the metadata to make it shareable. Another important consideration was the interoperability of the library standard with other cultural heritage description standards. Several of the respondents shared their observations on RDA and its development. This included the perception that the input from the European bodies has increased, and that there were greater ties on the international level between institutions, which they hope will lead to more cooperation.

**Discussion**

The majority of countries examined in this research demonstrated varying degrees of familiarity with RDA. There was a fairly equal division between the ones that have adopted/are adopting RDA, and the ones that are either not adopting or still deciding. Generally, it was observed that countries which are more uncertain about RDA, such as Spain or Slovenia, have been using their national cataloguing rules as opposed to countries that have been using AACR2, such as the Czech Republic and Latvia. Furthermore, southern and Romance-language countries were less inclined to adopt RDA and more inclined to be doubtful about it. Culture and language might play an important role when it comes to choosing cataloguing rules.
Despite cataloguing and cultural differences, when it came to the reasons for considering RDA, all countries had similar goals in mind. Working in a digital world where data could be easily shared, there is the need for a descriptive standard that could support the sharing of data on a global level. Being part of the international library community was important to all, and RDA was perceived as one of the bridges between the various cataloguing communities. The fact that some European countries are not adopting RDA but are still working towards an alignment with RDA is evidence of the international importance of the new standard. Those reasons echo the ones provided by the global community, where Asian and Latin American countries have put emphasis on internationalisation of their cataloguing. There are, however, fewer similarities with the North American adopters, whose emphasis was on following with the national bodies, especially the Library of Congress. However, that is probably due to the different types of institutions that were examined – mostly academic libraries in North America versus mostly national bodies in Europe and the rest of the world. An oft-cited reason that was common to everyone was the interoperability that RDA was expected to provide when sharing records, whether nationally or internationally.

When it came to RDA implementation and issues, there was little difference between institutions globally. Training, and the benefits of extended exposure to RDA, topics were considered important by all, and Library of Congress’ materials were often consulted when devising the training. The utilisation of an online tool, such as a wiki,
for training and communication purposes was universal among the implementers. The issues of unclear text and structure of the RDA Toolkit were commonly discussed. All expressed the concern that there were still no viable solutions in encoding formats and information systems to accommodate RDA. The bias towards Anglophone cataloguing was observed among most European implementers, but some of the English-speaking adopters (Park and Tosaka, 2015) also pointed it out. Interestingly, when it came to cataloguing challenges, most Europeans mentioned the publication statement and very rarely referred to the content, carrier and media type, while the opposite was true for North American institutions. That could be because the content, carrier and media fields are now commonly found in MARC records, regardless of whether they are RDA records. In fact, most libraries tend to implement these fields before the actual RDA implementation and their use is considered a good interim or hybrid solution (Śnieżko, 2016).

One issue that was barely touched upon by the US implementers was that of the continuing updates in the Toolkit, which for the European adopters was a major concern. Perhaps that is because most of the US case studies were written just at the verge of the implementation process, while most of the surveyed European implementers have been using RDA for a couple of years, which would allow them to have more insights about the actual work within RDA. Another thing that was observed by many after implementation was that there were no significant changes in the record
output. Although that has been considered frustrating by most, all implementers expressed positive attitudes for the future of RDA and its importance to cataloguing. This could be taken as an indication that the adoption of RDA is considered an investment in the long-term future of cataloguing.

One of the major differences between the European and US implementers was that the former were much more prone to discuss the future development of RDA. Most of the European institutions are either closely involved in working on the development of RDA or dedicated to following this development. This is undoubtedly because they are national bodies and therefore invested in international developments. However, with the growing internationalisation of RDA and its continuous development, it is feasible that more institutions of different types and nationalities will become interested in the standard’s development.

Another noticeable difference was the greater consideration that European adopters have given to the archives and museums sector, and how RDA could be utilised to bring the sector closer to the libraries sector. The most recent case study on the German-speaking countries discussed this extensively (Behrens et al., 2016) and a presentation from May 2016 discussed the importance of cooperation between libraries and other cultural institutions and the utilisation and sharing of authority data among those institutions (Aliverti and Behrens, 2016). Articles on rare materials had
contributors mainly from European institutions, emphasising the point that the discussion on describing cultural heritage is led by Europe. On the one hand, this could be explained by European countries’ stake in their vast cultural heritage materials. On the other hand, it is a discussion that will continue to evolve, especially as more and more institutions are now past the RDA implementation stage.

A final discussion point relates to the different aspects of and perceptions on collaborative work between institutions. Among US implementers, cooperation on the RDA implementation was considered a major benefit. One of the main reasons was the expertise that other institutions might already have on encountered issues; another related to having the support of a community. While there was evidence of the latter among European institutions and a couple mentioned benefitting from the former, in general, there was less emphasis on collaboration among different European institutions. On the other hand, European institutions seemed much keener on international collaboration for future developments. In any case, on both sides of the ocean, it was observed that the discussions about and implementation of RDA have led to more cooperation, both nationally and internationally. Young (2012) noted the formation of communities of practice among US cataloguers relating to learning and sharing knowledge about RDA, and it could be argued that a similar process has been going on among the European libraries. Among interview respondents, it was observed that there has been more communication between institutions while international
working groups have carried out collaborative work on RDA issues. Thus, what could
be said is that although so far RDA has not influenced the internationalisation of the
catalogues in any practical or noticeable way, the work on the standard has brought the
international library community closer. Although work on RDA is considered
important, there are other issues that could benefit from an international cooperation, as
one respondent aptly described them:

We have to change our library systems; we have to change our data
models to be able to share our data with each other; we have to have
open source systems; we have to find the way to cooperate in metadata
productions on a global level.

The development of RDA could be the premise for developing and nurturing
closer working relationships on the above-mentioned issues among international
institutions, on both European and global levels. In the end, even though RDA might
not be the solution to all issues of description and access, it has an effect both as an
international standard and as a catalyst for future developments.

The interview results illuminated an understanding of the common issues
European institutions face in the consideration and implementation of RDA. As
discussed above in the literature review, the case study approach is the most common
method of research on RDA as it examines in most detail the experiences of a certain
institution. In contrast, this research incorporated a wider analysis and comparison among several institutions. This led to a limitation: it precluded an in-depth look into the inner workings of the institutions’ processes regarding RDA, which a more focused case study approach might have yielded. The value of the open-ended interview questions is clear, however, as it allowed for a greater inclusion of institutions. It also provided more insight into the reasoning behind certain issues and the perceived value of RDA than a survey method would have provided. That said, a more detailed study with fewer time and financial restrictions might be able to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the issues and challenges around the decision and implementation process.

Possible Directions for RDA Practice and Research

The use of RDA has not altered much the daily cataloguing practices or outcomes as many of the implementers have noted. Nevertheless, changes in working practices are rarely smooth or universally accepted. Institutions undertaking such an implementation project might consider using a change management approach to foster better acceptance among the staff (van der Voet, 2014). In fact, it was evident that some of the early adopters engaged in some kind of change management, whereby they would keep the wider organisation informed about developments and changes years before the
implementation. Institutions that are considering an RDA implementation might also find it beneficial to start discussing that early on with their staff, even before a decision has been made.

Implementation case studies on RDA have been published by various institutions, albeit mostly Anglo-American, over the past four years. They contain invaluable lessons in what might work and what should be avoided, even though each organisation has its own specific contexts that need special consideration. Something that could be of interest for future research is a glimpse of how those organisations that have already implemented are managing their work with RDA. For instance, it has been shown in this research that the frequent updates of the Toolkit are causing concern both among RDA cataloguers and among future implementers. Further research into the challenges of working within RDA and issues that need resolving could be beneficial. With a greater variety of institutions implementing RDA, issues come to the front that have not been thought of before. How that is influencing the future development of RDA could be another research point.

In the US and the UK, public libraries are far from considering RDA due to costs and minimal resources for cataloguing activities (Lambert et al., 2013; Danskin, 2013b). A few of the European implementers have touched upon the topic of public libraries and their perception of RDA. Seeing how in some of the European countries
the public libraries are part of the national implementation scenario, there is a possibility to explore this topic in the future. Unique challenges lie ahead of public libraries when it comes to utilising description standards, and that has not been explored widely, as the focus has been mostly on academic and national libraries.

The more international the standard becomes, the better it will suit the needs of the various cataloguing communities. Now, there is hardly any research about the global perception of RDA. The RDA Board is discussing adding representatives from six global regions but only three have been defined so far (Governance Review, 2016). However, approaching global research carries all the difficulties mentioned here about researching materials from different cultures and languages, and adding to that is the lack of sources for certain regions of the world. A utilisation of the already available tools and materials in the form of an open global platform could provide a grounding for initiating research or a starting point in seeking out research from other countries.

Conclusion

In exploring the state of RDA adoption among European countries, this paper compared the implementation of RDA in US libraries to that in European libraries and examined the perceptions of RDA concepts. The research further looked at the internationalisation efforts in the development of RDA and the way different national traditions influenced the perception and implementation of RDA. Further, translation
issues were considered and examined as part of the implementation process unique to most of the European countries. The paper explored the perceptions of collaboration and dedication to working cooperatively with colleagues from other institutions and countries either on the implementation of RDA or on its development.

In general, there was little difference between RDA implementation in the US and Europe. While the former implemented for reasons of interoperability on a national level, and the latter were more focused on the international aspect, the implementation processes and the outcomes were relatively similar. Implementers have also demonstrated similar attitudes – frustration when it came to the differences and changes, especially pertaining to the new concepts and terminology, and optimism about future developments. Some differences coming from the national status of the European implementers were greater involvement in the development of RDA and a greater interest in the interoperability between RDA and other descriptive rules for cultural heritage objects. The latter is a topic that is expected to be further developed and explored, especially as more European libraries are finishing their implementation projects and turning their attention to the cooperation with cultural heritage institutions.

RDA adoption tends to become more and more widespread, as more institutions opt for implementation (Turner, 2014). The European libraries are not different in that aspect. Their cautious attitudes are being replaced with the need to ensure better
interoperability and cooperation on the international level. RDA is considered by many to be the standard that will bring the library resources closer to realising the Semantic Web, as well as for resources from all other types of institutions (Cronin, 2012; Guerrini, 2015). Those reasons, along with the prospect of internationalising their catalogues, are the main drivers for libraries to implement RDA. In the end, the future of RDA is to remain firmly on the path of internationalisation and to both contribute to and prompt the development of interoperable metadata standards. There is also the need for information systems that accommodate such interoperability and enable discovery and access that are in line with the expectations and varying proficiencies of users operating in an online environment. The implementation of RDA is a step towards those goals but as various implementers mentioned repeatedly, it is not enough.
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